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The Turning Tide

Introduction

Arriving in Hakone, the party has the opportunity to interact with four groups
struggling for power: Imperial government in the person of richo
TAKAHASHI Shou and his inspector Tadashi, a shinobi clan covering as
FUCHIDA merchants, the Tanuki & monks of Hoori, lesser Kami of all
animals, and finally the retainer clan of ONISHI.

The primary mission is to collect some of Hideo’s poultice – the one that
protects boats, bridges, and piers against the Kappa. Getting it will require new
allies and the neutralization of new enemies.

Interest Groups

Hakone is the name for the small castle
controlling the upper parts of the Kako
river. This castle is held by the local
ONISHI clan, proud warriors that
know how to fight in swamp and
forest, traditional enemies of the Kappa
demons, claiming to be amongst the
original clans that came to the Yonshu
valley with the SAIRYUUKOE clan.
They are fierce and entirely suspicious
of the corrupt Kurabano kokushi
(provincial governor). The ONISHI are first and foremost retainer of the
SAIRYUUKOE. Their goal is to secure their position of power. They’ll
suspiciously watch foreigners, trying to stop any trouble as soon as possible.

The KAWA merchants are also supporters of the SAIRYUUKOE activities,
because of the stability granted and the ever growing opportunities for
commerce in the province.

Both the ONISHI and the SAIRYUUKOE have traditionally coexisted
peacefully with the woods surrounding them. Recent activities by the
Kouken-agensuto-Zaigou, the Guardians against Sin, may have astonished
them, but loyalty demands quiescence. For now, business and power are in safe
hands.

The Guardians against Sin have stirred up a little resistance, however. The
woods surrounding Hakone have become sinister haunts of the nefarious
Nogitsune bent on snaring travellers in trap Crossings into evil shrine realms.
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Currently, three Tanuki have joined the Hoori temple at Hakone to put an end
to these activities from inside the city walls. If the party may seem interested in
helping them achieve their goal, they will make contact.

The richo TAKAHASHI Shou, head of an honorable family of harbor
bureaucrats and shipwrights, has taken it upon himself to root out the
corruption starting to take hold in this remote corner of the realm. He has
recruited inspector Tadashi to help him in his task. Since his ideas of justice
sometimes collide with the Guardians against Sin, he has made some enemies
amongst the supporters of the SAIRYUUKOE clan. At the same time, he has
many friends amongst the ordinary citizens. It is only a matter of time until he
falls in some intrigue or other. That’s why he will be interested in recruiting the
party to protect him and to further his investigations.

The FUCHIDA shinobi clan are loyal retainers of the ONISHI, but only the
head of the ONISHI clan actually knows this. For all the others, they are just a
large family involved in the bull market. They have several herds, they organize
the yearly market, they regularly run caravans to Kurabano and beyond. If the
TAKAHASHI investigations start involving the ONISHI clan in corrupt
schemes involving logging rights, the FUCHIDA will be ordered to kill first
Tadashi and finally TAKAHASHI. If, on the other hand, Guardians against Sin
start stirring up enough trouble to inconvenience local business, the FUCHIDA
will be ordered to kill them – but such that no blame can fall on the ONISHI
clan! Perhaps the party will be implicated (and punished), or the murder will
take place in territory not under ONISHI control.

The recent activities of the Guardians against Sin, and the ruthless logging
authorized by the ONISHI clan has angered the woodland spirits. There are
few shrines to Inari in this part of the valley, with the importance of the bull
market, Hoori is more important to the populace. That’s why there are no
myobu nearby taking up the call. Instead, three tanuki have joined the priests at
the temple to obstruct and sabotage the Guardians against Sin. A mounted
patrol was tricked by magic in the woods to dismount and leave their horses.
Upon return, they found their horses gone, reported back to their superiors and
atoned for their failure with their death. There have been several cases of food
poisoning amongst the Guardians and they’re pretty sure by now that evil
sorcery is involved. This puts the monks in a precarious situation where they
can use the help of the party to distract the Guardians.

The Poultice

Hideo’s poultice protects boats, bridges, and piers against the Kappa. Getting it
will require new allies and the neutralization of new enemies.

The main obstacle is the rotten state of affairs in Hakone. The richo doesn’t get
to see the poultice. It gets sent to ONISHI castle. From there, some of it is sold
on black markets. This needs to be stopped. This requires contact with the
ONISHI family, who is currently unwilling to allow visitors because the kumo
Misaki is holding them all in thrall, waiting for this region to come to ruins.

Getting rid of the kumo is therefore the primary mission in this adventure.
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Finding out about it will require good connections with the spirit world, or
making friends with the nice fellows at the Hoori temple. This will infuriate the
Guardians and lead to trouble, however.

Getting into the castle grounds will require good thieving skills or making
friends with the FUCHIDA clan. The problem here is that the FUCHIDA
shinobis will refuse to fight the ONISHI at the last moment because of hidden
loyalties. Should the party find out about this, the FUCHIDA will be forced to
kill them in order to keep their secret. Killing the FUCHIDA first will infuriate
the ONISHI once the spell is lifted, however.

Overcoming the guards will require good fighting skills or making friends with
the only armed troups not belonging to the ONISHI: The loathed Guardians
against Sin.

Balancing these three interest groups is main challenge of this adventure.

The secondary objective, stopping the illegal sales of the poultice is easier in
this respect.

Stopping the black market sales will require contacts with the richo and his
investigator. Causing the merchants and loggers to loose face will involve loss
of face for the ONISHI family as well, and is therefore ill advised. That’s why
the use of force is not recommended.

Balancing the use of force against the need to stay quiet is the main challenge of
this sub-plot.

A tertiary objective is to help the good guys at the Hoori temple against the bad
guys at the Izanami temple. This will eventually lead the party to the lair of
Manabu the necromancer near Tobu.

Prerequesites

In a previous adventure, such as “Finding the Tengu”, players will have gotten
a letter from the sennin YAMAKAGE Motohisa (a saint-like heremit living on
a mountain) to the onmyouji MORIOKA Masamune, containing encouraging
words regarding a possible rebellion of the Sohei order against the corrupt
Sairyuukoe government and its depraved Guardians against Sin. This document
contains high treason. It will open doors in the Hoori temple, and spells certain
death if found by the Guardians against Sin.

In a previous encounter with bandits, such as “The Kappa Scourge”, make sure
there’s one bandit called Masahiko who is a secret spy of the FUCHIDA. The
clan’s attitude will be influenced by the treatment their spy got at the hands of
the party.

Choices

Various encounters and missions are suggested in no particular order, trying to
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force the players into making a decision: Who will be their allies and enemies for
the near future?

Refer to the generic stats at the end of the document if you need any
information.

At the Gate: News of Masahiko

There will be several small groups of bandits preying on the roads to and from
Hakone. Practically all of them have FUCHIDA spies amongst their midst.
Should the party have an encounter with bandits (such as in the adventure “The
Kappa Scourge”), the FUCHIDA clan’s attitude will be influenced by the
treatment their spy got at the hands of the party.

Since the party is coming from Nikko, is armed, and maybe some of them are
wounded, they are the likely culprit’s for Masahiko’s death.

In order to confirm their identity, a young man will walk up to the party, and
ask them about the road, and robbers. If the party mentions killing thieves, the
man will react with joy, thank the party, and disappear into the crowd.

If followed successfully, the man will sneak back into the FUCHIDA
headquarters via a backalley leading to a run-down square full of rubbish, up
the back side of an old warehouse, into an opening on the second floor,
through a big and empty room into an old staircase, down into the cellar,
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whispering a password, sneaking past a guard hiding in a dark recess, through a
low passage, into the FUCHIDA mansion.

Bull Market: Thieves!

The preparations for the bull market and the market itself should be a source of
interesting gossip about the state of the world. Travelling in a large group will
stop talkers, however. Only groups of two will learn anything new. Groups of
three can get into fights with ruffians.

News

In Akaki province, Taira Masatsuka no Hitoshi is a daimyo, a warrior
who shook off imperial government and rules the province instead of
the provincial governor. There are rumors that imperial rule is failing in
the Yonhosu valley.
It is said that Hitoshi is now on a quest to root out all bandits from the
Han, and the Akaki rabble is now infiltrating the northern regions of
Sairyuukoe Han.
Fox demons have made the woods unsafe.
It seems that the provincial governor, Sairyuukoe no Dayu, is building
up an army to the foul traitor and rebel against the divine order back into
the mud where he came from.
Tobu is a cursed village. They have sinned against their ancestors and are
now being punished by aggrieved spirits of their forefathers.
At last the lumber industry is taking off! With the gravious support of the
ONISHI clan, activities are expanding and there is many an opportunty
for hardworking and strong young men willing to work the woods.

Ruffians

If there’s a group of three, chances are they will be provoked by five drunken
loggers at dusk. These guys are looking for trouble.

Fighter-0 (17 17 17 17 17hp), physical 4, other skills @ 1, STR 17, DEX 10,
MIND 8, AC10, ono+3 (1d6+3).

Should a fight break out, five nasty looking Guardians against Sin will arrive in
the fourth round on the scene, where as the richo and his investigator will
arrive after the last fight.

See the stats in the last section.

The richo will demand that the Guardians hand over any prisoner’s made, strip
them of their equipment, and escort them to the ONISHI castle, where they’ll
be bound to stakes for the night.

If they are friends of the FUCHIDA, and the FUCHIDA know of the madness
amongst the ONISHI, the prisoners might be rescued by two shinobi during the
night. The shinobi will distract the guards, cut loose the prisoners, give them
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two tanto, and disappear into the darkness, leaving them to fight their way out
on their own.

Getting Robbed

This encounter should offer the party another opportunity to follow a thief to
the FUCHIDA mansion. Thus, use a Sub+MIND vs 1d20 + 7 (younger thug
as listed in the stat section at the back) to see whether the party manages to
notice the thieving attempt and to follow the thief.

If detected followed successfully, the man will sneak back into the FUCHIDA
headquarters via a backalley leading to a run-down square full of rubbish, up
the back side of an old warehouse, into an opening on the second floor,
through a big and empty room into an old staircase, down into the cellar,
whispering a password, sneaking past a guard hiding in a dark recess, through a
low passage, into the FUCHIDA mansion.

If not detected successfully, feel free to add additional encounters that offer the
same choice: Witnessing a robbery late at night, have somebody climb in
through the window to steal something, have a poisoned needle delivered via a
blowgun from the shadows (using Loxoscelles venom as detailed in the stat
section at the back).

TODO: Kawa Silkhouse: Dealing with Thieves

The KAWA family is spread up and down the Koku river and makes money
carrying silk and other textiles upriver from the provincial capital and buying
wood from loggers, sending it downriver now and then. Both the logging
operations and the transport of logs on the river is heavily dependent on
Hideo’s poultice to secure moles, rafts, and the many smaller bridges crossing
the streams deep in the woods. The three brothers running the business are
called Hiroshi, Shun, and Tetsuya.

Recently, business has been good: The loggers are busy, and wood is being
stacked down at the harbor. There’s just a tiny problem: Logging has been
going down again in recent days. If any party members start asking questions,
looking suspiciously like they’re investigating something,

Find the thieves who are stealing poultice from the merchants.

TODO: The Woods: Nogitsune Trickster

If the party managed to find a guilty party for the recent poultice
disappearances, the KAWA clan will offer them another mission: Escort a jar
of poultice out to a camp of loggers.

TODO: Fuchida Mansion: Attempting a Raid

There are two ways of finding out about this mansion: Following a thief, or by
accepting a mission from either the KAWA merchants or the richo
TAKAHASHI Shou, as detailed elsewhere.
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TODO: Loxoscelles Farm

Outside the City: Bull Doctors

Bull Market approaches and more and more cattle is assembled outside the
gates. Various members of the FUCHIDA clan is busy doing their everyday
job: Herding cattle, overseeing the construction of stalls and stands, registering
new arrivals. There’s a sudden commotion: Three soldiers of the Guardians
against Sin are trying to buy a calf for their chef, and are starting to loose
patience with the vendor. Within minutes, the soldiers will loose their money to
pickpockets, who let themselves be nearly caught, thus inviting a chase. The
pickpockets are themselves also FUCHIDA clan members out to defuse the
situation.

Helping the soldiers will enable them to inprison the two pickpockets. The
Guardians against Sin will execute the two the next morning. There will be a
rescue attempt during the night. Again, the party will have the opportunity to
interfere. If they support the Guardians again, the FUCHIDA clan will become
their enemies. The Hoori priests will regard the support of the Guardians a
reason for suspicion and closer surveilance, too.

Helping the pickpockets escape will not go unnoticed and earn the party close
observation by the Guardians. They will be earmarked for future harassment.
The FUCHIDA, on the other hand, will owe the party a favor.

Hoori Temple: Making Friends

When arriving at the Hoori temple, there are probably some bulls on the
temple grounds, with their owners praying inside. There are statues of tanuki
and kitsune to the left and right of the spirit gate, warding spells on strips of
paper dancing in the wind, and the three roofs.

This shrine has a power rating of 7. Tapping into the shrine requires a
know+MIND check vs. a DC of 13. Each hour of meditation will heal
7+level hitpoints, or one ability point (eg. poison effects). While tapping into
the shrine, magic is at +3.

Unless the party is making an effort to show their animal-loving side, they will
be greeted with distrust. Mentioning positive kitsune relations (such as made
possible in the adventure “Finding the Tengu”) will dispell the distrust.
Similarly, mentioning the name of MORIOKA Masamune will dispell the
distrust. The party will be invited inside for tea immediately.

Necromantic activity and evil spirits are banned from the temple grounds.

At the moment, there are three tanuki supporting the Hoori priests Akio trying
to get the ONISHI back to their sense. They have already discovered that some
evil enchantment is the source of all evil and are still plotting to find a way to
get into the castle. Right now the Guardians of Sin are trying to root out all
forest creatures, however, so right now they have decided to drive the
Guardians out of town, first.
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If played right, the tanuki will reveal that they have also found another source
of evil in the city: A dark temple. Akio will remember that it used to be the
mansion of a family now long gone. Further research in the town registries
would reveal (Know+MIND, DC 10) the name of the family, ASAHARA.
About fifty years ago, a curse must have struck the family, as more and more
family members died of sickness. At the end, the last surviving child called
Manabu left the city never to return (DC 15).

Dark Temple: Fighting the Devil

In the dark temple of Izanami, a trio of evil priests are in the business of
burying the dead, exorcising evil spirits, and secretly selling curses and ill
wishes. For the moment the dead remain in their graves.

The head of the temple is a necromancer called Takuya and his two students,
skullcrusher Riku and cunning Yuuka.

Successfully sneaking into the temple and listening in to a conversation, or
reading through the letters after defeating the priests will reveal that Takuya got
the scroll from his last teacher Manabu living in a hidden fortress on the way to
Tobu. The goal is to read the scroll at the bull market, causing major mayhem,
causing considerable loss of face for the ONISHI.

The devil summoned by the scroll will result in a major fight! Use this if the
party is tired of walking and talking in Hakone. Make sure the party brings
some allies along – Tanuki fighters from the Hoori temple, Guardians against
Sin in hot pursuit, anybody.

If approached during daylight, chances are good that the party will see a
commoner come from the temple. If questioned (compare comm+MIND, treat
the citizen as level 0 humand, roll 1d20+1), the poor wretch will admit to
buying curses from the patriarch of the temple in order to get rid of a
competing baker by the town square.

Should the party fight the necromancers, or try to expulse the necromancers
with the help of richo TAKAHASHI, Takuya will read the scroll right away.
TAKAHASHI will be interested in supporting the expulsion of the
necromancers, if told that they’ve been sowing unrest by selling curses to the
commoners. He’ll write an official note for the party to present, and he’ll send
two imperial guards along. He won’t do it by himself because he knows his
imperial guards are not strong enough.

If the party has rescued two guards from Musashi’s bandit lair, then those two
will be sent along. They will be extra loyal; a trait that will be very important
once the Reaper Devil makes its appearance.

Should the party go to the Izanami temple more than once per day, there’s a
chance that captain Kimura will order four Guardians against Sin to follow the
party at a safe distance and observe. Should they realize that the devil is gravely
wounded, they will step in and help fight the devil. Otherwise they will hold
back and let the party do the killing.
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Should a thief keep watch on Takuya day and night, it is possible to hear him
manipulate the back wall of the dormitory if lying on the roof (DC 18).

Necromancer Takuya

Mage-6 (37hp), knowledge 10, other skills @ 7, STR 13, DEX 16, MIND 16,
AC13, 2x kama+7/+7/+2 (1d6+1), magic+9. Favorite spells: Vampiric
Touch (6hp, transfers 3d6hp), Scare (4hp, scares 2 creatures of 6HD for 1d4
rounds), Ray of Enfeeblement (2hp, 3d6+3 STR damage).

When fleeing, Takuya will use the Teleport scroll he carries on him at all times.

Possession: See the section on treasure below.

Dark Acolyte Riku

Mage-1 (24hp), knowledge 5, other skills @ 2, STR 18, DEX 13, MIND 9,
AC11, testsubo+5 (1d10+8), magic+1. Favorite spell: Ray of Enfeeblement
(2hp, 1d6+1 STR damage).

If taken prisoner, Riku will reveal that Manabu has been raising an undead
army in the Tobu valley and is ready to strike.

Dark Acolyte Yuuka

Mage-1 (15hp), knowledge 5, other skills @ 2, STR 12, DEX 15, MIND 17,
AC12, 2x tambo+0/+0 (1d4+1), magic+3. Favorite spell: Ray of
Enfeeblement (2hp, 1d6+1 STR damage).

If taken prisoner, Yuuka will reveal nothing unless he learns that Riku has been
talking about Manabu. Then he’ll rave about the power of his lord, the real life
awaiting him after his death, certain doom for the valley, the greater evil to
awaken (no details!), and so on.

Summoned Blood Rain Reaper Devil

This is where the party dies, if players are foolish. It is foolish to run into this
combat without any friends. It is foolish to stay without support. If the party has
made friends in the city, many of them will be ready to help out: Both the
Hoori priests and their tanuki friends and the Guardians against Sin will be
interested in fighting the devil, even if they don’t like each other.

If played well, this fight can be used later to make peace between captain
Kimura and the Hoori priests.

When the devil is summoned, Takuya will start casting Scare to do away away
with any low-level support, where as Riku and Yuuka will cast rays of
enfeeblement on the warriors to weaken them.

The devil will remain for nine rounds and try to wound as many people as
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possible, relying on the cursed hellish wounds to do the rest.

6d8+18 (50hp), STR 15, DEX 15, MIND 10, AC19, naginata+9 (1d10+4
causing a wound that keeps bleeding for 2 damage/round until healed @ DC
16). Abilities: Damage reduction 5/cold iron or good, darkvision 60 ft.,
immunity to fire and poison, resistance to acid 10, cold 10, electricity 10.

This being a public fight against an obvious and dangerous evil, it is an
opportunity to gain prestige for those that did not retreat. Cowardly leaving
your friends to die is a an opportunity to loose prestige, of course.

Treasure

Takyo has a spellbook with the following spells:

0-level (4): Disrupt Undead, Touch of Fatigue, Detect Magic, Read
Magic
1-level (5): Cause Fear, Ray of Enfeeblement, Detect Undead, Summon
Monster I, Obscuring Mist
2-level (5): Command Undead, Scare, See Invisibility, Summon Monster
II, Melf’s Acid Arrow
3-level (3): Vampiric Touch, Ray of Exhaustion, Summon Monster III

Total pages used: 28. Value of the spellbook: 15 + 28×100 = 2815gp.

Scrolls carried on him:

Summon Monster V (This is the one used to summon the devil and will
be gone one way or another!)
Teleport (1125gp, used to flee if possible, carried along always)

Money to be in a dark jar beneath the altar: 10gp, 200sp, 200cp.

The treasure is hidden away in a hidden compartment in the back wall of the
sleeping quarters. Riku and Yuuka know about this hide-away and hope to
return to it after their release. Faced with certain death, they would rather take
the secret into the grave. It should be possible to find the treasure using magic,
torture, or by tricking the two using lies.

The treasure consists of 600gp and 1000sp, and the following scrolls:

Greater Magic Weapon (375gp)
Magic Circle Against Good (375gp)
Darkvision (150gp)
Alarm (25gp)
Prestigitation (12gp 5sp)

Hoori Temple: A Tanuki Party

The tanuki have poisoned the fish served to the Guardians against Sin and
made a grave mistake: They’ve decided to throw a little thanksgiving party
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tonight, serving fish as well. Captain Kimura remembered seeing them that
afternoon and has connected the dots. And now he has taken nine of his men
to the Hoori temple to find and punish the traitors and devil worshippers.

This offers two easy evil ways out: Blame it on some innocent fishermen, or
slaughter the soldiers and blame it on somebody. If handled badly, this will
come to the attention of the ONISHI, who will necessarily have to punish the
instigators of such a calamity.

A peaceful resolution will be more difficult. Enchantment and invitation to the
party, the discovery of the tragic loss of the Captain’s family at the hand of an
evil band of nogitsune, and a plausible sign that such treacherous demons can
be found in a common outing the very next day would be one such option.

If some of the Guardians witnessed the fight against the Reaper Devil at the
dark temple of Izanami, you have an additional option: Captain Kimura will
accuse the party of disturbing the peace, where as the soldiers who have
witnessed the fight will be grateful for the heroism of those that partook in the
fight. Indicating that more such devils might exist in town is certain to get
Kimura’s attention. Similarly, letting him know of Manabu’s sinister plans
(something one might discover if searching the scrolls at the Izanami temple), or
offering details of the shadow that has befallen the ONISHI house will change
his mind.

The Castle: Freeing Shigeru From The Teahouse

Shigeru was able to resist the enthralling dance of the kumo Misaki. This is why
he was locked away into the tea-house, and four guards were placed there to
guard him. His weapons are kept in the dojo by Yuudai-sensei.

The teahouse is outside the castle walls, on the far side of town. It offers a view
of fierce eddies and crushing water chutes below the dark cliffs of the black
mountain. This place cannot be seen from the city, and it cannot be approached
unseen as the bridge to the castle island is guarded. The party will have to find a
way across the water or get rid of the guards to reach it.

By day, the teahouse with Shigeru inside is guarded by four guards. The bridge
is guarded by four, and there is a guard in the front courtyard and one in the
back courtyard. In all, ten guards are on duty.

By night, there are three guards in the front courtyard, one in the back
courtyard, and in the teahouse, only two of the four are awake. Only six guards
are awake by night.

In addition to the guards, Misaki has called upon monstrous spiders to crawl
the rocks and caves of the island in the darkest night. When exploring the
island by night, it is hard to avoid getting caught in a web (DC 20, as per MM).
There must be around a dozen tiny monstrous spiders, maybe half a dozen
small monstrous spiders, and one medium monstrous spider spread over the
little island.
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TODO: The Castle: The Private Quarters

Misaki has convinced ONISHI to grant more logging permits than traditionally
available, aggravating the kitsune, hopefully resulting in failing crops, and
eventually to an uprising that will disgrace the ONISHI. At the same time, they
require more poultice, endangering remote villages, again sowing unrest. Her
goal is not only to disgrace the head of the ONISHI clan, but to destroy the
entire political system in this corner of the province. The populace is to believe
that the richo is corrupt, the local lord is depraved, the province is overrun by
thieves and that religious fanatics are ravaging the country.

Entering the private quarters of the evil courtisan offers the opportunity for the
party to find a hidden Hanumachi shrine and learn that other such shrines have
been built in the province.

Straight from Meifudo.

The Castle: Escape

This is one of the escape routes for the party if they are being chased by an
incredibly strong spider demon with the courtyard full of cobwebs and
bloodthirsty samurai. Offer this as a last route as the players are flying down the
stairs to find their exit blocked. A mad rush down stairs into the cellar, along
dark corridors, jumping over boxes with rice and barley, barrels full of lentils
and sake, jars of oil and dried meat hanging from the ceiling, salted fish, old
furs and carpets tied together. It’s a mess, and it’s big.

And there, at the very end, there is another trap door into an old cistern. A cold
and wet hollow below the last storage room. And indeed, a moment of silence
will reveal running water, and a quick investigation will find that part of the
earthen floor is but trampled clay on top of a few wooden boards, covering a
metal grate protecting the castle from the denizens of a water-filled canal
running beneath it. The grate must have been unlocked in the past, for it is easy
to lift aside and climb down into the cold and murky water.

The water is about breast high and will slow down any arachnid pursuit
significantly. Human pursuit will also turn back at first, looking for torches. If
the party is desperate enough, this is the way to escape.

There are two directions to take: Towards the city will end in the main canal.
This connection is well hidden from the other side: Noisy explorers will have a
hard time finding the shifting wall (treat as secret door with DC 25 to detect).
High-ranking FUCHIDA clan members will know of this entrance, of course.

The other direction requires the party to swim out into the river rapids.
Anybody not good enough at swimming (DC 15) risks drowning or at least a
near death experience if tied to somebody who can swim (add +4 to the DC if
trying carry somebody along).

Escape via this route will provide a glimpse of the vast caverns under the black
hill on the other side of the river. It’s secret will remain hidden for now.
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Resolution

How to achieve closure? How to provide further hooks for more adventures? The
primary goal is to get Hideo’s poultice back to the remote villages of Nikko and
Tobu. Here are some suggestions on how this could be achieved, and ideas for
future adventures.

There are two ways of achieving the main goal: Defeating the spider demon
controlling the ONISHI clan, or hastening the disgrace and downfall of the
ONISHI clan to satisfy the demon.

Defeating The Kumo Misaki

Since the kumo is a very dangerous oni demon, defeating it will require careful
planning and strong allies.

One of the strongest allies to be had is the onmyouji MORIOKA Masamune
living in the forest to the east. His presence will only be possible if the party
joins a rebellion against the Guardians of Sin and therewith the Sairyuukoe
imperial government. This will require the help of a strong Samurai clan to take
over – or civil war. The ONISHI clan certainly has the necessary ambition.

In this case, there will be troops from Kurabano moving towards Hakone
trying to quell the uprising. It will be necessary to find more allies: Monks from
the Sohei mountain abbey fortress in the north, or an alliance with the tanuki
and kitsune, and they may in turn request the assistance of more allies: The
kujo king under the mountain, the tengu king in his castle in the sky, or the
support of the moon folk. Maybe making peace with the kappa might be
required. Or involving an aliance with Taira no Hitoshi of the Akaki clan to
the west.

The Fall Of The Onishi Clan

As the kumo is a very dangerous oni demon, going along with it will seem easy,
and yet Misaki will try to trick the party at every turn.

One simple contender for power in this corner of the Han is of course the
representative of imperial power: The richo, TAKAHASHI. He has the
connections, the ambition, and the strength of mind it takes. All he lacks is real
power. Once he has it, it will be easy for him to unseat the ONISHI clan and
reestablish himself as representative of imperial authority.

Being able to reign in corruption and inefficiency will make TAKAHASHI
popular, exposing the rotten curse of ONISHI castle will make them
unacceptable rulers of Hakone. From a position of strenght, the richo will not
hesitate to get rid of the ONISHI clan, once it has shown itself to be weak. All
the richo needs, is troops.

Some ideas for finding troops: Training a volunteer army, gaining the support
of the Guardians of Sin, taking over a criminal organisation like the
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FUCHIDA or the thieves arriving from Akaki province in the west, or the
mobilization of the order of Sohei monks. Obviously, all sides will be willing
to make declarations in favor of the emperor, but all will disagree in how to
best strengthen TAKAHASHI’s position. In fact, the change from a central
government ruled by emperor and his aristocrats to a decentralized state ruled
by warlords with the emperor relegated to a purely representative role will be
unavoidable in the long run.

The local nobles of Kurabano will most likely send spies at first, trying to figure
out what happened to the ONISHI, and then ninjas to assassinate the party. If
that does not succeed, the nobles will try to annect the Hakone region.

Stats

Never trust a stat block you haven’t faked yourself!

Hitpoints have been generated for your convenience in appropriate numbers.
There are 16 Guardians against Sin in Hakone, for example, and therefore you
will find exactly 16 hitpoint numbers.

Random Citizen

1 HD, skills @ 1, attributes @ 10, AC10, fists (1).

Imperial Guards

These guards work for the richo TAKAHASHI and guard the town entrance,
man the bell tower, and accompany inspector Tadashi on his trips.

Fighter-1 (19 20 15 17 19 18 17 16hp), physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 14,
DEX 10, MIND 12, do, kote, sun-ate AC14, katana+4 (1d10+5).

Tadashi, Fighter-3 (25hp), physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 18, DEX 10,
MIND 8, AC 10, katana+6/+1 (1d10+9).

TAKASHI Shou is head of an honorable family of harbor bureaucrats and
shipwrights in the Sairyuukoe province. His inquisitiveness has prompted the
transfer to such a remote outpost.

TAKASHI Shou, Fighter-4, physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 12, DEX 14,
MIND 14, AC 12, sai+7/+2 (1d4+1, used for disarming) and katana+6/+1
(1d10+3).

Guardians against Sin

These are from the religious branch of government, ruled directly from the
Sairyuukoe capital. They are corrupt, cruel, and swift to punish.

Fighter-1 (19 20 15 17 19 18 17 16 17 19 15 20 19 20 18 18hp), physical 5,
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other skills @ 2, STR 14, DEX 10, MIND 12, ashigaru AC13, katana+4
(1d10+5).

Captain Kimura:

Fighter-6 (37hp), physical 10, other skills @ 7, STR 16, DEX 10, MIND 12,
ashigaru AC13, katana+11/+6/+1 (1d10+8).

ONISHI Clan

The twenty guards, most of them the sons of loyal retainers from local families:

Fighter-1 (19 15 18 17 15 17 16 16 18 15 19 15 15 15 20 19 15 15 16 19hp),
physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 14, DEX 12, MIND 10, leather do, sun-ate,
and kote AC15, katana+4 (1d10+5).

The youngs men of the clan, all in their late teens and early twenties:

Fighter-3 (26 25 29 27 30 22hp), physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 15, DEX
12, MIND 10, leather do, sun-ate, and kote AC16, katana+6 (1d10+5).

The eldest son, Taiki and his cousins:

Fighter-3 (26 25 29 27 30 22hp), physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 15, DEX
12, MIND 10, leather do, sun-ate, and kote AC16, katana+6 (1d10+5).

The head of the clan, ONISHI Ren, and his second son, ONISHI Shigeru:

Fighter-5 (39 31hp), physical 7, other skills @ 5, STR 15, DEX 12, MIND 10,
leather do, sun-ate, kote, and sode AC16, katana+9/+4 (1d10+6).

ONISHI Ren’s wife Yukiko, Taiki’s wife Naoko, Shigeru’s wife Ayame, and
their three ladies in waiting:

Fighter-2 (20 20 14 19 23 15hp), physical 5, other skills @ 2, STR 12, DEX
15, MIND 10, AC12, naginata+4 (1d10+1).

The martial arts teacher of the clan:

Master Yuudai, Fighter-7 (41hp), physical 11, other skills @ 8, STR 16, DEX
10, MIND 12, leather do, sun-ate, and kote AC15, masterwork katana with
weapon focus+14/+9/+4 (1d10+9).

And finally, the spider demon, the kumo Misaki:

Kumo, 9d8+56 (94 hp), AC22, claw+12 (1d6+4), damage reduction 10/cold
iron or good, darkvision, fast healing 5, immune to fire and poison, resistance
to acid 10, cold 10, electricity 10, spider climb, tremmorsense, vulnerability to
sonic attacks.

Once the kumo hits, it will do 2d6+8 damage automatically until the victim
succeeds to free itself (phys+STR vs. 22). Spell-like abilities: Daze, hold
person, dispel magic, polymorph (into medium humanoids without time limit),
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spider climb (when in spider form). When performing an enchanting dance, it
can enthrall 27HD of creatures for 2d6 days and give them one suggestion per
round. The DC when resisting enthrallment and suggestions depends on the
dance performance and is determined once per dance: (1d20+20)/2.

Spotting the web is sub+MIN vs. DC 20, escaping the web requires
phys+DEX vs. DC 20.

FUCHIDA Ninjas

The younger thugs:

Thief-1 (16 13 16 17 16 18 16 18 18 17 16 14), subterfuge 5 (+7) at night if
using shinobi dress, other skills @ 2, STR 12, DEX 14, MIND 10, shinobi
armor AC14, a pair of kama+1/+1 (1d6+1), blowgun+3 (3 needles with
Loxoscelles venom causing a painful 2d6+3 necrotic ulcer, fever, and
vomiting after 1d4+4 hours lasting 3d4-1 days)

The shinobi elders:

Thief-5 (35 20 34 33 32), subterfuge 9 (+11) at night if using shinobi dress,
other skills @ 6, STR 12, DEX 16, MIND 10, shinobi armor AC15, a pair of
kama+6/+6/+1 (1d6+1), blowgun+8 (3 needles with Loxoscelles venom
causing a painful 2d6+3 necrotic ulcer, fever, and vomiting after 1d4+4 hours
lasting 3d4-1 days)

Hoori Priests

Priest-1 (12 14 16 13 15), communication 5, other skills @ 2, STR 10, DEX
12, MIND 14, AC11, tambo+1 (1d4), favorite spells: Cure Light Wounds
(2hp), Calm Animals (3hp, 2d4+1HD).

The head priest Akio:

Akio, Priest-4 (24), communication 8, other skills @ 5, STR 10, DEX 12,
MIND 15, AC11, tambo+1 (1d4), favorite spells: Cure Light Wounds (2hp),
Calm Animals (3hp, 2d4+1HD), Hold Animal (4hp, for one round), Locate
Object (5hp, 200m).

And the three tanuki: Kenta, Saburo, two males, and Hitomi, a female, in their
human forms:

Tanuki Fighter-5 (), physical 8, other skills @ 5, STR 14, DEX 18, MIND 8,
AC14, kusarigama+9/+4 (1d6+2), prefers trip+5 vs. to-hit of the opponen to
trip them, so that they are at -4, taking one round to get up.
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